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Abstract

2

Transdisciplinary research is a promising approach to address sustainability challenges arising

3

from global environmental change, as it is characterized by an iterative process that brings together

4

actors from multiple academic fields and diverse sectors of society to engage in mutual learning

5

with the intent to co-produce new knowledge. We present a conceptual model to guide the

6

implementation of environmental transdisciplinary work, which we consider a “science with

7

society” (SWS) approach, providing suggested activities to conduct throughout a seven-step

8

process. We used a survey with 168 respondents involved in environmental transdisciplinary work

9

worldwide to evaluate the relative importance of these activities and the skills and characteristics

10

required to implement them successfully, with attention to how responses differed according to the

11

gender, geographic location, and positionality of the respondents. Flexibility and collaborative spirit

12

were the most frequently valued skills in SWS, though non-researchers tended to prioritize

13

attributes like humility, trust, and patience over flexibility. We also explored the relative

14

significance of barriers to successful SWS, finding insufficient time and unequal power dynamics

15

were the two most significant barriers to successful SWS. Together with case studies of

16

respondents’ most successful SWS projects, we create a toolbox of 20 best practices that can be

17

used to overcome barriers and increase the societal and scientific impacts of SWS projects. Project

18

success was perceived to be significantly higher where there was medium to high policy impact,

19

and projects initiated by practitioners/other stakeholders had a larger proportion of high policy

20

impact compared to projects initiated by researchers only. Communicating project results to

21

academic audiences occurred more frequently than communicating results to practitioners or the

22

public, despite this being ranked less important overall. We discuss how these results point to three

23

recommendations for future SWS: 1) balancing diverse perspectives through careful partnership

24

formation and design; 2) promoting communication, learning, and reflexivity (i.e., questioning

25

assumptions, beliefs, and practices) to overcome conflict and power asymmetries; and 3) increasing

26

policy impact for joint science and society benefits. Our study highlights the benefits of diversity in

27

SWS - both in the types of people and knowledge included as well as the methods used - and the

28

potential benefits of this approach for addressing the increasingly complex challenges arising from

29

global environmental change.

30

Keywords: social-ecological systems; collaborative environmental management; knowledge co-

31

production; social learning; sustainability; science policy interface; science to action

32
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36

1 Introduction to Transdisciplinary or Science with Society Approaches

37

Global environmental change is driven largely by human activities such as production and

38

consumption patterns, population dynamics, and technological innovations, and has led to a wide

39

array of intractable and interconnected sustainability challenges – including biodiversity loss, food

40

and water insecurity, and pollution (IPBES 2019). As these challenges increasingly threaten

41

environments and human well-being, science and society are turning to transdisciplinary work

42

(TDW) to facilitate transitions to sustainability (Lang et al. 2012; Brandt et al. 2013; Wyborn et al.

43

2019; Norström et al. 2020). Environmental TDW is characterized by a reflexive research approach

44

that brings together actors from diverse academic fields and sectors of society to engage in mutual

45

learning, seeking solutions to social-ecological problems that advance both scientific and societal

46

objectives (Klein et al. 2001; Lang et al. 2012; Jahn et al. 2012; Cundill et al. 2015; Scholz and

47

Steiner 2015a; DeLorme et al. 2016). In this regard, TDW overlaps with a wide range of scientific

48

domains (Knapp et al. 2019), including participatory action research (Lewin 1948; Freire 1970;

49

Greenwood and Levin 2006; Bole et al. 2017), participatory spatial planning (Nared et al. 2015),

50

citizen science (Bonney et al. 2014) or public participation in science (Shirk et al. 2012), and

51

common pool/property resource governance (Ostrom 1990; Agrawal 2001). We briefly define and

52

review the benefits of actor diversity, reflexivity, and mutual learning below.

53

Actor diversity is the foundation of TDW; scientists from multiple disciplines are needed

54

(interdisciplinarity) as well as practitioners or other stakeholders from diverse work sectors and

55

social worlds (Gibbons et al. 1994; Tress et al. 2005; Lang et al. 2012; Cundill et al. 2015).

56

Heterogeneity among TDW participants along a range of characteristics (e.g., discipline or work

57

sector, age, gender, ethnicity) ensures that multiple perspectives are represented and the full

58

complexity of problems and solutions can be realized (Bernstein 2015; Hoffman et al. 2017; Kassam

59

et al. 2018). This diversity contributes to the perceived credibility, salience, and legitimacy of TDW

60

results (Middendorf and Busch 1997; Cash et al. 2003; Colfer 2005; Cundill et al. 2015), which can

61

empower participants to take ownership over the TDW process and encourage them to apply new

62

knowledge to sustainability problems on the ground (Daniels and Walker 1996; Lang et al. 2012;

63

Balvanera et al. 2017).

64

Reflexivity is the practice of examining and questioning one’s beliefs, values, assumptions, and

65

understandings in a particular context (Finlay 1998; Malterud 2001). Transdisciplinary work is

66

reflexive in that it encourages participants to think critically about how their preconceived ideas

67

and past experiences (both as individuals and as a group) might impact the framing of the problem,

68

research process, communication, and implementation of results (Popa et al. 2015; van Kerkhoff

69

and Pilbeam 2017; Cockburn and Cundill 2018). Reflexivity in TDW can reduce conflict arising from

70

power asymmetries among participants or from differences in values, preferences, and behaviors

71

(Mobjörk 2010; Cundill et al. 2019). For example, participatory evaluations that occur periodically

72

throughout the TDW process allow participants to share perspectives, challenge dominant

73

knowledge types, and communicate more easily across hierarchies that impede knowledge co-

74

production and mutual learning (Roux et al. 2010; Fazey et al. 2014).

75

Mutual learning, also called multiple-loop social learning (Keen et al. 2005; Fazey et al. 2014;

76

Fernández-Giménez et al. 2019), is related to reflexivity as it requires TDW participants to

77

collectively explore the limits of current knowledge, exchange and generate new knowledge, and

78

understand how this knowledge is situated in a particular social and cultural context (Lave and

79

Wenger 1991; Scholz and Marks 2001; Baird et al. 2014; Westberg and Polk 2016; van Kerkhoff and

80

Pilbeam 2017). Learning is portrayed as a series of loops (single, double, and triple) or types of

81

change (conceptual, relational, and normative) that represent increasingly complex learning with

82

different impacts to participant understanding and behavior (Baird et al. 2014). For example,

83

single-loop learning may involve changing one’s ideas about the efficacy of particular actions

84

(Armitage et al. 2008) or the direction and strength of cause-and-effect relationships (Fernández-

85

Giménez et al. 2019), while double-loop learning occurs when learners call into question the

86

assumptions that underlie their understanding of the system or problem (Keen and Mahanty 2006;

87

Pahl-Wostl 2009). Triple-loop learning motivates changes to the norms and institutions governing

88

the project or broader system (King and Jiggins 2002; Keen et al. 2005). Double and triple loop

89

learning can facilitate transitions to sustainability by supporting the adaptive capacity of TDW

90

participants (Berkes and Jolly 2002; Fazey et al. 2014; Fujitani et al. 2017) and building trusting

91

relationships and systems thinking capacity among them (Pahl-Wostl and Hare 2004; Reed et al.

92

2010; Harris and Lyon 2013). Triple loop learning can also facilitate larger-scale system

93

transformations (Pahl-Wostl 2009; Moore et al. 2014) when changes result in radical shifts in

94

power structures and regulatory frameworks.

95

Efforts to describe an ideal TDW process have produced a series of conceptual frameworks,

96

models, and guides (Carew and Wickson 2010; Jahn et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2012; Brandt et al. 2013;

97

Mauser et al. 2013; Adams et al. 2014; Scholz and Steiner 2015b). Yet, the need for evidence-based

98

best practices in TDW remains unfulfilled (Tress et al. 2003; Huber and Rigling 2014), limiting the

99

potential for TDW to inform action on a wide range of global challenges. The pursuit of best

100

practices implies that consistent approaches should be identified and widely adopted; however, we

101

recognize the need for flexibility and adaptation given the highly context-specific nature of TDW.

102

We do not consider a one-size-fits all approach desirable or even feasible for TDW, but we believe

103

the development of guiding principles can help ensure quality and reproducibility and prevent the

104

approach from becoming shallowly understood and applied (Jahn et al. 2012). Therefore, efforts to

105

create guidelines for TDW should focus on providing a ‘toolbox’ of best practices that can be

106

selected by participants according to their needs and desires without being overly prescriptive.

107

The purpose of this paper is to better understand the process and outcomes of environmental TDW.

108

Specifically, we aim to contribute to a toolbox of best practices that provides practical, evidence-

109

based guidance inclusive of the diversity of people and places where TDW occurs. This work

110

advances current understanding of environmental TDW in several ways. First, we draw on

111

knowledge and experiences from a global network of TDW researchers and practitioners,

112

distinguishing this from guides that focus on one or a small number of projects. Second, we use

113

mixed methods to conduct this synthesis, producing a robust and highly useful analysis that allows

114

for more nuanced interpretation of practitioner experiences. Third, we examine how differences in

115

respondent identity may influence their opinion of the most important barriers and best practices

116

in TDW, thus providing important insights into how successful approaches might vary according to

117

socio-cultural context.

118

During a workshop in 2015, we developed a conceptual model for knowledge co-production and

119

mutual learning in TDW, an approach that we and others call “science with society” (hereafter

120

“SWS”; Seidl et al. 2013; Cockburn and Cundill 2018). We used this conceptual model to guide the

121

development of a survey that was administered to researchers, practitioners, and other

122

stakeholders involved in environmental TDW projects worldwide. From this global survey, we

123

examined perceived barriers and preferences for activities in the TDW process, and explored how

124

different aspects of respondent diversity are associated with these perceptions and preferences. We

125

focus on three aspects of diversity that have been shown to influence the collaborative process:

126

geography (i.e., whether respondents work in the same place they live; Schmitt et al. 2010; Lang et

127

al. 2012; Reid et al. 2016), positionality (i.e., researcher or non-researcher; Wiek et al. 2012; Brandt

128

et al. 2013), and gender (Norström et al. 2020). We ask:

129

(1) How is the geography, positionality, and gender of respondents associated with

130

their perceptions of barriers to TDW success and preferences for TDW activities?

131

(2) What characteristics of TDW case studies are associated with desired outcomes

132

such as project success, policy impact, and learning?

133

In this paper, we describe the conceptual model (Section 2), followed by a description of our survey

134

design and the analyses used to answer our research questions (Section 3). In Section 4, we report

135

on demographic and geographic patterns of respondents (Section 4.1) and analyze their responses

136

to the survey (Section 4.2). Throughout Section 4, we compare responses across the three types of

137

respondents to address research question 1. In Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, we synthesize case study

138

results for research question 2. In the Discussion (Section 5), we draw on our conceptual model

139

and the results of our survey to discuss some of the most critical barriers and best practices in

140

environmental SWS as a resource to guide future successes in the SWS approach.

141

2 Theoretical Foundations: A Conceptual Model for Science with Society

142

In July 2015, we convened a workshop in Serre Chevalier, France with 20 researcher and

143

practitioner partners from the Mountain Sentinels Collaborative Network (mountainsentinels.org)

144

who have engaged in environmental SWS around the world. Drawing on peer-reviewed literature

145

and experiences from workshop participants, we developed a new conceptual model to guide the

146

implementation of SWS projects with a focus on knowledge co-production and social learning

147

(Figure 1).. This model is similar to other frameworks and guides in the literature that seek to

148

describe a collaborative process (Carew and Wickson 2010; Jahn et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2012;

149

Brandt et al. 2013; Mauser et al. 2013; Scholz and Steiner 2015b). However, our model

150

distinguishes itself through the inclusion of specific activities that are largely absent from other

151

examples and which provide practical advice for future efforts. The model also differs from

152

previous synthesis efforts that focus on distinct “scientific” and “societal” domains (Lang et al. 2012;

153

Jahn et al. 2012), describing a spectrum where some TDW projects can focus almost entirely on

154

practical solutions while other projects can focus narrowly on scientific insights and still be

155

considered TDW (Miller et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2013). The model presented here emphasizes that

156

diverse actors are necessary throughout the entire process at a fully collaborative level, and that

157

neither societal nor scientific needs should take precedence over the other – which distinguishes an

158

SWS approach from other TDW projects. The SWS approach also contrasts with the more common

159

approach of “science for society” in which science primarily contributes to society, rather than

160

operating as a mutually beneficial and equal partnership (Owen et al. 2012; UNESCO 2019).

161

162

Figure 1. A seven-step model for science with society (SWS), which aims to facilitate knowledge

163

co-production and social learning through a TDW process.

164

The structure of this conceptual model mirrors the ‘TD wheel’ (Carew and Wickson 2010), a

165

heuristic emphasizing the cyclical and iterative nature of SWS as participants move through

166

different phases. We underscore the need to draw on multiple knowledge systems and bring them

167

into conversation with one another throughout the SWS process. In this regard, our model reflects

168

the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services’ five-step

169

process for conducting valuation studies for ecosystem services (Pascual et al. 2017) and the five

170

core tasks for successful collaboration across diverse knowledge systems (Tengö et al. 2017).

171

However, these models provide guidance to projects that are already in existence, whereas our

172

model seeks to clarify that preliminary exploration of the system and partnership formation are

173

integral for ensuring non-scientists are fully included in the design and ownership of an SWS

174

project (Reid et al. 2016). Common across all these models is the expectation of continuity over

175

time –a “finished” SWS project is ideally just the beginning of another turn of the TD wheel.

176

In our model, collaborative projects may be initiated by researchers, practitioners, or other

177

stakeholders (i.e., concerned citizens or resource users), all of whom become project participants.

178

Step 1 is an introductory and exploratory phase where participants exchange knowledge about the

179

history and context surrounding the place and problem, and when pre-existing and potential

180

partnerships are considered. Step 2 involves a team-building process, where participants co-design

181

their partnership to ensure it addresses everyone’s concerns and interests. Step 3 requires

182

explicitly incorporating diverse perspectives and worldviews through the participants involved in

183

the collaboration so that the project can benefit from multiple types of knowledge. At Step 3, it is

184

essential to evaluate the team composition and revisit partnership formation, if necessary. Step 4 is

185

an iterative process of co-design, where participants develop the appropriate processes to achieve

186

their desired outcomes. Again, it may be necessary to revisit previous steps to ensure relevant

187

perspectives are included. Step 5 involves the co-production of both research and societally-

188

relevant action, where participants conduct the co-designed research, analyze the results of

189

different methods or activities, and discuss their findings within the group. If at this point it seems

190

that some project objectives will not be met by the methods or activities taken in Step 5, it may be

191

necessary to revisit previous steps. In Step 6, project outcomes and outputs are distributed and

192

discussed outside of project participants, and action is taken based on these results. Step 7 requires

193

participants to reflect on past experiences and prepare for future opportunities, though we

194

highlight the need for ongoing reflection throughout the collaborative process. After Step 7, a new

195

project can begin depending on the needs and interests of the groups involved.

196

3 Methods

197

3.1 Survey Design and Administration

198

We used the conceptual model described above to guide the development of a survey (Appendix A).

199

We screened respondents to ensure they conducted SWS that matches our definition of: “sustained

200

engagement between researchers (professional scientists or scholars) and practitioners (e.g.,

201

resource users, natural resource managers, policy makers)”. We asked respondents to draw on

202

their overall SWS experience to rank the top three most important activities in each step, and to

203

identify which of these steps they considered the most difficult to implement. Respondents selected

204

the three most important skills and characteristics for successful SWS from a list of nine we had

205

synthesized from the literature and personal experiences among workshop participants.

206

Respondents then ranked the most significant barriers to successful SWS from a list of fifteen

207

synthesized from the literature and expert experience, which we aggregated into nine general

208

barriers during analysis (Appendix C). We asked respondents whether they had any

209

recommendations for how to overcome these barriers.

210

In the second half of our survey, respondents identified their most successful SWS project and

211

reported which of the 42 activities in our conceptual model they conducted during that project.

212

Respondents described the context and outcomes of their most successful SWS project, including

213

for example: how successful it was on a scale of 1 to 10, who initiated the project, how long they

214

worked in the area before the project started, and how long it lasted. We asked respondents

215

whether certain kinds of learning occurred (e.g., “Participants changed their ideas about which

216

actions to take regarding the problem”), and coded these responses according to the three loops of

217

social learning (Appendix C). Finally, we requested responses to a few questions about themselves

218

(e.g., gender, research location, length of time conducting SWS). Throughout the survey, we left

219

many of our terms (e.g., skills and characteristics, project success, policy impact) loosely defined so

220

that respondents could interpret them in ways that were relevant to their own projects and

221

contexts.

222

We administered the survey to researchers, practitioners, and other stakeholders involved in

223

environmental SWS projects worldwide. The survey was offered in four languages: English,

224

Spanish, French, and Chinese. We shared the survey link via Twitter as well as targeted emails to

225

individuals, groups, and listservs. For example, we sent the survey to the Principal Investigators of

226

48 projects funded by the Belmont Forum and nine projects funded by the Coupled Natural Human

227

Systems program at the U.S. National Science Foundation, as well as 87 other groups and

228

individuals working in environmental SWS worldwide (Appendix B). We sent two to three

229

reminder emails to each individual, group, and listserv to maximize responses and requested that

230

project leaders encourage practitioners and other stakeholder partners to complete the survey.

231

3.2 Analysis

232

We analyzed quantitative survey responses using common statistical tests such as Chi-square or

233

Fisher’s Exact tests, t-tests, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, and analysis of variance (ANOVA), as relevant

234

for the sample size and combination of categorical, ordinal, or continuous data types. We used a

235

Bonferroni adjustment to correct for multiple comparisons, resulting in stricter thresholds for

236

significance depending on the number of tests used for different combinations of variables (i.e., p-

237

values < 0.05). A description of data processing, tests, results, and adjusted significance thresholds

238

can be found in Appendix C. All analyses were conducted in R (R Core Development Team 2019).

239

For textual responses regarding solutions to SWS barriers, we used in vivo coding (Corbin and

240

Strauss 2015) and inductive thematic analysis to analyze the results (Boyatzis 1998).

241

We used three metrics to assess whether each activity from our conceptual model could be

242

considered a best practice in SWS: the activity’s perceived importance across respondent types (i.e.,

243

gender, geography, positionality), the frequency with which it was applied across all respondents’

244

most successful SWS projects, and its impact on project outcomes. Project outcomes included three

245

variables: stated project success (on a scale of 1 to 10), level of policy impact (none, low, medium,

246

or high), and levels of participant learning (none, single and/or double loop, triple loop, or all three

247

loops). We focus on policy impact separately from other societally-oriented outcomes (e.g., local

248

decision making, management activities) because it represents widespread systemic change.

249

However, it is important to clarify that SWS approaches are appropriate for non-policy issues as

250

well. Activities that were consistently ranked in the top three across all respondent types were

251

considered “High Impact”, and those implemented in >70% of projects were considered “High

252

Frequency” activities . Impacts on project outcomes were assessed using Bonferroni-adjusted p-

253

values (Appendix C).

254

4 Results

255

The survey was available online from April 4 to October 22, 2018, and yielded 139 complete

256

responses. An additional 29 responses were partially complete and used in our analysis where

257

applicable (total n=168). The number of responses per question varied as responses were

258

voluntary throughout the survey. First we will describe the demographics and geographic patterns

259

of the respondents (Section 4.1). Then we will analyze their insights into the SWS process,

260

including the most desired skills and characteristics for successful SES (Section 4.2.1), the most

261

prominent barriers and strategies for overcoming them (Section 4.2.2), the elements of successful

262

environmental SWS case studies (Section 4.2.3), and finally the best practices for environmental

263

SWS (Section 4.2.4).

264

4.1 Characterizing Respondents from a Global Survey of Environmental SWS

265

4.1.1 Respondent Demographics

266

Respondents identified as women (n=68, 49%), men (n=61, 44%), and other (n=4, 3%). Most

267

respondents identified as researchers only (n =100, 72%), 17 identified as practitioners only

268

(12%), and one identified as a stakeholder only, and 16 identified as some combination of these

269

(12%). Most responses were in English (n=117, 84%), followed by French (n=11), Spanish (n=9),

270

and Chinese (n=2). Offering the survey in other languages may have improved the response rate

271

from non-researchers in non-English speaking countries, as a larger proportion of non-English

272

respondents identified as practitioners (36%) compared to English respondents (19%). However,

273

there were low response rates from practitioners and other stakeholders, which may be related to

274

‘survey fatigue’ among these groups. For example, one researcher responded that they would not

275

send the survey to their practitioner partners because they were awaiting practitioner responses to

276

another survey.

277

In subsequent analyses, we consider respondents according to their positionality (researcher only

278

n=100, non-researcher n=34); gender (women n=68, men n=61); and geography (regional n=82,

279

external n=50) to assess whether these groups differ on particular aspects of the SWS process.

280

Non-researchers include some researchers who also identify as practitioners or stakeholders.

281

‘Regional’ respondents conduct most or all of their research on the same continent where they are

282

primarily located. We regret our sample size prevented including the four respondents who identify

283

as other than a woman or man; however, these respondents were included in the positionality and

284

geographic analyses. There were no associations between respondent gender, geography, or

285

positionality; for example, there are not significantly larger numbers of men researchers (p=0.76)

286

or regional women respondents (p=0.43).

287

4.1.2 Geographic Patterns of Respondents

288

Of the 132 location responses, the largest group of respondents was primarily located in North

289

America (n=59, 45%), and nearly all of them (86%) conducted part of their research in North

290

America (Figure 2a). The next largest group of respondents was based in Europe (n=39, 30%), and

291

again most of them (n=33, 85%) conducted part of their research in Europe. Other respondents

292

were based in Africa (n=18, 14%), South America (n=11, 8%), Asia (n=9, 7%), and Oceania (n=2,

293

2%). No respondents were based in Central America. The two most frequent cross-continental links

294

were Europeans working in Africa (n=15, 11%) and North Americans working in Asia (n=11, 8%)

295

(Figure 2a).

296

Respondents’ most successful SWS projects (n=135) took place in 70 countries (Figure 2b). While it

297

was most common for projects to occur in a single country (n=102, 76%), other projects ranged

298

from two to 52 countries (n=33, 24%). A notable subset of projects (n=19, 14%) took place across

299

multiple continents. However, most projects occurred on the same continent where the respondent

300

was primarily located (n=83, 62%). Of the 135 respondents that answered this question, the largest

301

proportion worked in the United States (n=50, 37%). Our results are thus heavily biased towards

302

respondents from North America and Europe, which may overshadow insights from other parts of

303

the world.

304
305

Figure 2. Distribution of respondents and collaborative project locations. a) Circles are colored

306

according to continent and reflect the number of respondents working on the same continent

307

where they are primarily located. Lines are colored by the primary locations of respondents,

308

signifying when those respondents work on another continent. The number of cross-continental

309

links are given in white boxes. Respondents can work in multiple locations and be represented by

310

both circles and lines. b) Number of respondents’ most successful collaborative projects per

311

country. Except for the 50 projects occurring in the US, the highest number of projects per country

312

was seven.

313

4.2 Environmental SWS Insights From Survey Respondents

314

4.2.1 Skills and Characteristics for Successful Collaboration

315

Respondents selected three of the nine most important skills or characteristics that enhance the

316

success of environmental SWS endeavors, resulting in 474 total selections. We conceptualize these

317

in three tiers of relative importance (Figure 3). First tier skills and characteristics include flexibility

318

(n=81, 18%), mutual respect (n=77, 17%), and collaborative spirit (n=72, 16%). Second tier skills

319

and characteristics are humility (n=56, 12%), trust (n=53, 12%), and patience (n=43, 9%), while the

320

third tier includes persistence (n=30, 7%), interdisciplinary training (n=25, 6%), and generosity

321

(n=19, 4%). We present these results separated by respondent type in Figure 3, finding that a

322

larger proportion of researchers considered flexibility an important characteristic for successful

323

collaboration compared to non-researchers (p=0.008). Meanwhile, non-researchers tended to rank

324

Tier 2 characteristics (humility, trust, and patience) more important than flexibility, though this is

325

not a statistically significant difference.

326
327

Figure 3. The proportion of respondents that considered each skill and characteristic important for

328

successful SWS, separated by positionality (researcher or non-researcher), geography (regional or

329

external), and gender (men or women). Each respondent selected three skills/characteristics, so

330

proportions do not add to 100% for each respondent type. A larger proportion of researchers

331

considered flexibility an important characteristic for successful collaboration compared to non-

332

researchers (** indicates this difference is statistically significant).

333

4.2.2 Barriers to Successful Collaboration

334

All respondent types considered insufficient time and unequal power dynamics to be the two most

335

important barriers (Figure 4). The least important barriers included disagreements over the

336

approach taken, knowledge barriers (e.g., when certain participants rejected the validity of other

337

forms of knowledge), the inability to take action based on results, and using an inappropriate

338

method for the project purpose. In barriers of intermediate importance, clear groupings emerge

339

among respondent types. For example, women, non-researchers, and regional respondents

340

considered ineffective communication to be the third most important barrier, while men,

341

researchers, and external respondents considered this the fifth most important barrier.

342

A subset of respondents (n= 65, 39%) provided advice for overcoming these barriers. The most

343

common themes involved time (n=23, 35%), shared goals (n=20, 31%), communication (n=21,

344

32%), and strong leadership (n=21, 32%). SWS projects require time commitments from many

345

people over many years, and respondents emphasized they should not be rushed, as time was

346

considered necessary for building trusting relationships among participants. Several respondents

347

proposed adjusting expectations from participants early on can help ensure people will set aside

348

enough time to contribute meaningfully. Respondents also stressed that shared goals should be

349

established early in the project, and clearly articulated and revised to ensure all participants agree

350

on them as this can help sustain long-term motivation for the project. Constant and equitable

351

communication was suggested to overcome conflict-related barriers like power asymmetry,

352

divergent gender norms, and historical injustices. Respondents suggested that ensuring all

353

participants’ voices are encouraged, heard, and respected can prevent miscommunication and

354

reduce certain groups dominating the SWS process. Professional training or facilitation in conflict

355

resolution was recommended to achieve this equitable communication. Finally, strong leadership

356

was proposed to support long-term, equitable, and actionable SWS projects, both by managing

357

logistics and ensuring that people are held accountable for their contributions to the project.

358
359

Figure 4. Nine barriers to successful SWS are listed on the vertical axis, and their weighted

360

importance score is given on the horizontal axis, with one being the most important barrier. Dots

361

are colored according to respondent gender (women or men), geography (regional or external), and

362

positionality (researcher or non-researcher).

363

4.2.3 Elements of Successful SWS Projects

364

Case studies (n=139) of respondents’ most successful SWS projects occurred primarily in forest

365

(n=42, 30%), mountain (n=36, 26%), urban (n=28, 20%), and/or grassland (n=24, 17%) systems.

366

Respondents generally worked in the study area for less than three years before beginning their

367

most successful project (n=64, 46%), though it was also common to work in the area for 4-9 years

368

(n=37, 27%) or over 10 years (n=30, 22%) before beginning the project. Projects were initiated by

369

either researchers (n=70, 50%), practitioners/stakeholders (n=46, 33%), or a mix of the two, and

370

typically lasted less than three years (n= 81, 58%), with projects over 10 years uncommon (n=8,

371

6%). Most projects (n=86, 62%) used some form of qualitative or quantitative modeling. Aside from

372

research institutions, participants often came from government (n=88, 63%) and non-profits/NGOs

373

(n=83, 60%), though farmers (n=57, 41%) were also common collaborators. Most projects (n=96,

374

69%) produced at least one peer-reviewed publication, and feedback workshops with decision

375

makers (n=82, 59%), maps (n=70, 50%), and news media products (n=64, 46%) were other

376

frequent outputs. Our results did not indicate that certain types of collaborators or certain types of

377

project outputs led to greater project success, learning, or policy impact. Further work is needed to

378

identify whether there are ideal numbers or types of collaborators or products in SWS.

379

Perceived project success was generally high, with a mean of 7.25 (scale of 1-10; SD = 1.62) across

380

all projects. Most projects reported at least one type of participant learning (n=104, 75%), where

381

single and/or double-loop learning (n=61, 59%) was considerably more common than triple-loop

382

learning (n=24, 23%) or all three loops (n=19, 18%). Most respondents reported projects with

383

medium policy impact (n=53, 38%). We did not find any association between respondent type and

384

project outcome; for example, researchers did not consider their projects to have higher policy

385

outcomes than non-researchers (p=0.44). Mean project success was marginally higher in projects

386

where some level of learning occurred, and project success was significantly higher in projects with

387

medium to high policy impact (Figure 5a). All projects jointly initiated by a mix of researchers,

388

practitioners, and/or other stakeholders had some level of policy impact, and projects initiated by

389

practitioners and/or other stakeholders had a larger proportion of high policy impact compared to

390

projects initiated by researchers only (p=0.01, Figure 5b). Notably, projects that produced policy

391

briefs did not appear to achieve higher policy outcomes.

392
393

Figure 5. a) Perceived project success increases with perceived policy impact. Stars indicate that

394

projects with no and low level policy impacts had significantly lower project success compared to

395

projects with medium and high policy impacts. b) Projects initiated by practitioners and/or

396

stakeholders had the largest proportion of perceived high policy impact.

397

4.2.4 Best Practices for Environmental SWS

398

We identified 20 priority activities for consideration as best practices in environmental SWS using

399

three metrics: activities that were applied in >70% of respondents’ most successful projects (Table

400

4, Appendix C), their perceived importance as top three activities for all respondent types (Table 5,

401

Appendix C), and their impact on project success, learning, and policy outcomes (Table 1). Nine

402

activities stood out as meeting our criteria across multiple metrics (marked in bold in Table 1), and

403

we propose that projects with limited resources might target these activities when implementing

404

the seven-step SWS process. We do not claim that the remaining 22 activities are not useful, but we

405

have insufficient evidence to call them best practices. Notably, no single activity was significantly

406

associated with high policy impacts.

407

Within the exploration stage (Step 1), the top three most important activities were connecting with

408

individuals who are well-informed, helpful, or who have extensive networks (A.1.3), identifying the

409

concerns of the different groups (A.1.6), and assessing the context, history, or on-going initiatives

410

surrounding the place or problem (A.1.1). These three activities were also frequently implemented

411

(75-76% of projects), but did not show significant impact on learning or project success.

412

All respondent types considered partnership formation and design (Step 2) the most difficult step

413

in the SWS process, agreeing that identifying shared interests (A.2.8) was the most important

414

activity and identifying a diverse core leadership team (A.2.6) was the second most important

415

activity. Identifying shared interests was frequently implemented in SWS case studies (77% of

416

projects), while identifying a core leadership team was only implemented in 47% of projects. While

417

conducting a smaller, preliminary project (A.2.2) was ranked relatively low across respondent

418

types, men respondents considered it significantly more important than women (p=0.01). A larger

419

proportion of men also indicated they would include interdisciplinary researchers compared to

420

women (A.2.10, p=0.014).

421

Respondents agreed that expressing mutual respect (A.3.3) was the most important activity when

422

drawing on multiple knowledge systems (Step 3), and this was the most frequently implemented

423

activity across all steps (83% of projects). The second most important activity was trying to

424

accommodate different processes for learning, understanding, and decision-making (A.3.5), but was

425

only implemented in 54% of projects. Researchers considered sharing experiences with each other

426

(A.3.4) significantly more important than non-researchers (p=0.01), who in fact ranked it lowest.

427

There was almost perfect agreement regarding the relative importance of all four activities in co-

428

designing research and action (Step 4). Collaboratively defining the issue (A.4.1) was the most

429

frequently implemented activity in this step (78% of projects). While collaboratively developing

430

project goals (A.4.3) was slightly less common (67% of projects), it was also associated with higher

431

project success (p=0.001) and learning outcomes (p=0.009). Collaborative development of research

432

questions (A.4.4) was considered important and associated with higher project success (p=0.001)

433

but was implemented in only 54% of projects.

434

Respondents considered collaboratively interpreting results (A.5.3) and fostering capacity to

435

conduct the methods (A.5.5) to be important activities in Step 5, though women considered

436

collaboratively interpreting results significantly more important on average than men (p=0.009).

437

However, some respondent types (researchers, regional, and men) considered collaboratively

438

developing outputs and outcomes (A.5.2) the most important activity in Step 5, and researchers

439

ranked this activity significantly more important on average than non-researchers (p=0.001).

440

Holding workshops with decision makers (A.6.6) was the most important and most frequently

441

implemented activity in Step 6 (75% of projects). Communicating results to the academic

442

community was another frequently implemented activity (72%) even though it received the lowest

443

importance rank across all respondent types. In fact, communicating results to academic audiences

444

occurred more often than communicating results to practitioners (68%) and the public (57%), even

445

though communicating results to practitioners (A.6.1) was considered the second most important

446

activity in Step 6. Unsurprisingly, a larger proportion of researchers extended the results of their

447

SWS project to academic audiences compared to non-researchers (A.6.2, p=0.005).

448

Respondents agreed that reflecting on strengths and weaknesses (A.7.4) was an important activity

449

in Step 7; however, women respondents considered this significantly more important on average

450

than men (p=0.001). Reflecting on the usefulness of outcomes/outputs (A.7.5) was another

451

important activity, though men’s average ranking was significantly higher than women’s (p=0.002).

452

Contrary to other respondent types, external respondents considered reflecting on the quality of

453

outcomes and outputs (A.7.3) the most important activity, which was also one of the most

454

frequently implemented activities in this step (67% of projects) and was associated with higher

455

learning outcomes (p=0.0002). Researchers also considered reflecting on the quality of outputs and

456

outcomes significantly more important on average than non-researchers (p=0.001). While it was

457

ranked relatively low across respondent types, non-researchers considered assessing participants’

458

learning (A.7.1) to be significantly more important than did researchers (p=0.02); this activity was

459

also associated with higher learning outcomes (p=0.0003), yet was only conducted in 35% of

460

projects.

461

Table 1. Of the 42 proposed activities in our conceptual model, 20 emerged as best practices in

462

environmental SWS based on their perceived importance, frequency of use, and impact on project

463

success, learning, and policy outcomes. The nine activities which met our criteria across multiple

464

metrics are highlighted in bold. As none of our proposed activities were associated with high policy

465

impact, we do not include this category in the table. Activities are numbered for identification and

466

are not meant to follow a particular order within each step.

467

468

469

5 Discussion

470

Our results enable us to better understand the process and benefits of environmental SWS, and

471

provide a set of specific activities for a toolbox of best practices. Transdisciplinary approaches are

472

sometimes criticized for drawing on a broad and ill-defined set of methods for knowledge co-

473

production (Brandt et al. 2013), but we believe this diversity is valuable and necessary given the

474

highly context-specific nature of local knowledge (Berkes 2012). Below, we draw on our conceptual

475

model and the results of our survey to discuss some of the most critical barriers and best practices

476

in environmental SWS.

477

5.1 Balancing Diverse Perspectives through Careful Partnership Formation and Design

478

Our SWS conceptual model stresses the need to bring together diverse actors throughout the entire

479

process without prioritizing scientific or societal objectives over the other. While we do not have

480

recommendations for the ideal numbers or types of participants to involve, we know that this is a

481

fundamental challenge in SWS. Indeed, survey respondents highlighted partnership formation and

482

design as the most difficult step in the SWS process. The effective functioning of diverse teams is a

483

considerable challenge that requires trusting and respectful relationships (Dietz et al. 2003) and

484

shared vision and goals among team members (Balvanera et al. 2017; Hoffmann et al. 2017).

485

Building trusting relationships is typically a time-intensive process (Enengel et al. 2012; Baker et al.

486

2020), requiring interpersonal skills and characteristics that are often not included in academic

487

training (Wiek et al. 2011). Our results emphasize the importance of flexibility, mutual respect, and

488

collaborative spirit, though non-researchers typically consider humility, trust, and patience more

489

important than flexibility. While our survey had considerably more researcher respondents, we

490

believe these differences highlight important rifts between scientifically- and societally-oriented

491

actors that must be considered in the formation of SWS teams. For example, a long-term SWS

492

project on pastoral development and wildlife conservation in southern Kenya and northern

493

Tanzania found that humility was repeatedly cited by community members as an important trait to

494

facilitate trusting relationships: scientists who showed up in modest vehicles, stayed for the full

495

meeting, and walked with community members demonstrated their commitment to collaboration

496

(Reid et al. 2016).

497

We also stress the importance of the exploratory Step 1, which can lay a foundation for effective

498

partnership formation and design. This step is largely absent from other conceptual models and

499

guides for SWS (but see Cockburn et al. 2016) that typically begin with problem definition, skipping

500

over what we believe is a necessary, somewhat amorphous period where individuals and groups

501

learn about each other and the broader social-ecological system. Step 1 can be a lengthy process, as

502

almost a quarter of survey respondents worked in an area for a decade before initiating a SWS

503

project. Note that we recommend detailed problem identification occurs in Step 4, so that a

504

foundation of place-based understanding is established and diverse forms of knowledge have been

505

brought to bear on the issue before it is collectively defined. Problem definition can be a laborious

506

process, especially when disagreements emerge across knowledge types and need to be more

507

thoroughly examined (Klein et al. 2014; Steger et al. 2020). The Swiss MOUNTLAND project sought

508

to understand impacts of climate change and land use change on ecosystem services in the Swiss

509

mountains, yet they struggled with more specific problem definition because stakeholder needs and

510

interests changed throughout the course of the study. Scientists in charge of the project

511

recommended allocating a longer time period for this process (Huber and Rigling 2014). Steps 1-3

512

in our model are designed to help stakeholders view the issues from multiple perspectives before

513

determining the key concerns and thus prevent some of these issues. In the long term, this iterative

514

engagement through partnership formation and research design sets the stage for more productive

515

collaborative action.

516

Our results point to several activities that can facilitate this early exploration and project design.

517

Identifying the concerns of different social groups involved and networking with individuals who

518

are particularly well-informed, well-connected, and helpful are two best practices during the

519

exploration phase. We also found that assessing the context, history, or on-going initiatives

520

surrounding the place or problem is a critical activity at this point. There are many ways to elicit

521

this kind of information, including through methods in participatory action research such as

522

transect walks and photo-voice (Chambers 1994; Catalani and Minkler 2010), participatory

523

scenario planning (Brand et al. 2013; Capitani et al. 2016; Thorn et al. 2020), participatory mapping

524

(Kassam 2009), and ethnographic approaches like participant observation and life histories

525

(Atkinson et al. 2001). For example, one SWS project in the Ethiopian highlands conducted group

526

interviews with participatory mapping and ranking exercises to understand how local people

527

perceived their changing landscape. They iteratively compared these results with remote sensing

528

analyses until a collective understanding of environmental change was produced for the study area,

529

laying a strong foundation for future collaborative work on the more specific issue of invasive

530

shrubs (Steger et al. 2020).

531

The formation of a diverse core leadership team that also includes individuals with experience

532

working in the study area are two important activities for creating an effective collaborative team

533

(Lang et al. 2012; DeLorme et al. 2016; Hoffmann et al. 2017; Balvanera et al. 2017). It is equally

534

necessary to identify shared interests and collaboratively define project goals among the different

535

participant groups involved to help sustain motivation over an often lengthy collaborative process

536

(Eigenbrode et al. 2007; Lang et al. 2012; Pohl et al. 2015; Hoffmann et al. 2017). For example, one

537

SWS project on common-pool resources in Slovenia expanded their original project goals to include

538

two funded workshops that trained local residents in how to properly construct and repair their

539

traditional dry stone walls, which motivated local participants to value and contribute to the

540

broader research endeavor (Šmid Hribar et al. 2018). These types of well-designed, concrete

541

outcomes are particularly important for practitioners who seek tangible results rather than high-

542

level policy recommendations, and can motivate continued interest in a project (Kueffer et al.

543

2012). Projects that do not respect participants’ time, resources, and motivation run the risk of

544

burnout among participants; open communication and flexibility for scheduling activities may help

545

to reduce this risk. Finally, logistics are an important and potentially under-realized aspect of

546

partnership formation and design, as our results indicate that finding mutually appropriate spaces

547

for team interactions is a best practice for environmental SWS. We encourage SWS projects to

548

collectively identify mutually appropriate communication platforms as well, particularly for

549

international projects that cross time zones and include stakeholders with different degrees of

550

internet access.

551

5.2 Promoting Communication, Learning, and Reflexivity to Overcome Conflict and Power

552

Asymmetries

553

Disagreement and conflicts among SWS participants are common (Lang et al. 2012; Cundill et al.

554

2019), and not always avoidable given the diversity of values, worldviews, and organizational

555

structures involved (Jahn et al. 2012). Most SWS projects focus on mitigating conflict among

556

participants, relying on strong leadership to anticipate and resolve disputes (Hoffmann et al. 2017).

557

However, there is some evidence that conflict is necessary for learning to occur; a disorienting

558

dilemma (Pennington et al. 2013) or cognitive struggle (Bransford et al. 2006) can challenge SWS

559

participants’ understandings and pave the way for meaningful learning. An SWS project on

560

rangeland management in the Western US described how, despite their data indicating a benefit to

561

both forage quality and bird habitat, ranchers resisted implementing prescribed burns due to

562

preconceived beliefs of wasted forage and unnecessary economic risk. This caused a conflict

563

between ranchers and conservation stakeholders, which led to targeted group conversations about

564

respecting diverse backgrounds and opinions and a joint agreement not to prioritize certain

565

interests over others (Fernández-Giménez et al. 2019). Expressing mutual respect for one another’s

566

knowledge, experiences, and worldviews in this way is a core tenet of SWS and may help avoid

567

negative feelings despite occasional conflicts and disagreements throughout a project.

568

Clear and effective communication becomes a top priority when groups of people with divergent

569

backgrounds, experiences, and values are brought together. Some scholars have cautioned SWS to

570

actively avoid the academic trend of highly specialized language and jargon (Tress 2003; Brandt et

571

al. 2013) to promote more accessible communication. However, these kinds of barriers to

572

communication were not emphasized in our survey results; for example, learning a new language

573

was considered the least important activity in Step 1 and engaging face-to-face outside of project

574

meetings was also considered low priority. Rather, respondents emphasized the importance of

575

equitable communication (e.g., making sure every voice is heard and respected) at regular intervals,

576

which supports findings in the broader SWS literature (DeLorme et al. 2016). Professional

577

facilitation appears to be a useful way to ensure that communication remains effective and

578

equitable (Lang et al. 2012; Kragt et al. 2013; DeLorme et al. 2016). Our results also highlight the

579

tendency for researchers to communicate their results to academic audiences more frequently than

580

other stakeholder audiences, despite universal agreement across respondent types that

581

communicating to outside practitioner groups was more important. These types of communication

582

biases can prevent certain groups from benefitting from the SWS process by inhibiting their

583

learning and empowerment. We encourage project leaders to set aside sufficient time and

584

resources to communicate results to a wide range of audiences, and for funding agencies to

585

recognize and support these efforts.

586

Learning throughout the SWS process is a highly desirable yet poorly understood and under-

587

researched phenomenon (Armitage et al. 2008; Baird et al. 2014; Fernández-Giménez et al. 2019).

588

Though additional research is urgently needed, our results point to a few activities that can

589

encourage equitable and effective learning. When the partnership and project are being designed, it

590

is important to accommodate a range of processes that will enable diverse participants to learn,

591

understand, and reach a decision that is relevant to their particular socio-cultural context. For

592

example, a project with coffee cooperatives in Honduras experimented with diverse modes of

593

stakeholder interaction including group activities, discussions, and workshops, which resulted in

594

learning among farmers as well as between farmers and researchers. This process rekindled

595

interest in indigenous practices for chemical-free pest management, increasing farmers' ability to

596

achieve organic certification and giving them a sense of empowerment in a previously top-down

597

project that had not aligned with their cultural or economic interests (Castellanos et al. 2013). It is

598

equally important to collectively discuss how to expand upon learning at the end of a project. We

599

encourage future SWS projects to actively monitor and measure participants’ learning throughout

600

the collaborative process, though we recognize that funding agencies and institutions must support

601

long-term projects (i.e., over five years) or follow-up projects to facilitate this kind of assessment.

602

Power asymmetries are a widely acknowledged challenge in environmental SWS (Jahn et al. 2012;

603

Mauser et al. 2013; Scholz and Steiner 2015a), as they can enable certain groups or individuals to

604

achieve their objectives at the cost of others (Mobjörk 2010; Cundill et al. 2015). On-going learning

605

assessments throughout the project can be useful tools for encouraging individual and group

606

reflection and allowing the project to correct any imbalances that are emerging. Our conceptual

607

model encourages on-going reflexivity in SWS participants, both as individuals and collectively, so

608

that these power asymmetries can be identified and bridged through discussion and compromise

609

(Fazey et al. 2014). For example, a project in Kenya used participatory scenario planning to help

610

stakeholders identify trade-offs across economic sectors that might occur from building a new

611

railway. These tools enabled participants to think more systematically about impacts to other

612

sectors and to better understand one another’s perspectives, leading to greater team cohesion

613

(Thorn et al. in review). We also emphasize the importance of fostering capacity to conduct the

614

research, so that all team members have the tools to engage in the research if they choose and are

615

not relegated to the sideline during critical parts of the collaborative process. A participatory

616

mapping project in the Alaskan Arctic trained pairs of university students and community partners

617

to conduct interviews and mapping exercises, thus fostering mutual learning and shared control

618

over the data collection process (Kassam and the Wainwright Traditional Council 2001; Kassam

619

2009). These kinds of tools and facilitated discussions can help move past conflict and power

620

asymmetries in SWS projects.

621

5.3 Increasing SWS Policy Impact for Joint Science and Society Benefits

622

Environmental SWS seeks solutions for multidimensional “wicked” problems that threaten the

623

structure and functioning of social-ecological systems (Kates and Parris 2003; Rockström et al.

624

2009), and which require immediate and collaborative action. Though small-scale SWS can also be

625

highly impactful (Balvanera et al. 2017), we focus on policy impact rather than other societal

626

outcomes such as management or local decision making. This is because policy change is needed to

627

shift the behaviors of large organizations and institutions – particularly when addressing problems

628

that cross regional to global scales (Cundill et al. 2019). Yet significant social barriers exist between

629

scientists and policy makers that prevent the use of scientific information in policy development

630

and decision-making (Gano et al. 2007; Landry et al. 2003). Research shows that boundary

631

organizations, which are formal institutions and organizations that work across the science-policy

632

divide (Guston 2001), can help to overcome many of these barriers through the facilitation of

633

stronger social networks (Crona and Parker 2011; Young et al. 2014; Suni et al. 2016). Communities

634

of practice, typically more informal groups of people with a shared interest or passion (Wenger et

635

al. 2002), are another promising institution for this type of work (Cundill et al. 2015). More

636

research is needed to understand the social relationships that facilitate higher SWS policy impact,

637

including how information flows within and across social networks (Borgatti and Foster 2003) and

638

the role of formal and informal social networks like boundary organizations and communities of

639

practice in SWS.

640

Survey respondents considered projects more successful when they were perceived to have

641

medium to high policy impacts, emphasizing the importance of facilitating these outcomes. Our

642

results indicate that policy impact is associated with the early stages of project formation, as

643

projects initiated by practitioners and/or other stakeholders were more likely to have high policy

644

impact compared to projects initiated by researchers only. The European Platform for Biodiversity

645

Research Strategy (EPBRS) promotes early engagement of policy-makers through e-conferences on

646

particular topics, which are then discussed at plenary meetings attended by policy makers and

647

scientists seeking points of common understanding and interest for future research (Young et al.

648

2014). While none of the activities in our conceptual model were significantly associated with high

649

policy impact, respondents highlighted the importance of holding workshops and meetings to

650

exchange feedback with decision-makers. Other research has shown that policy makers on the

651

periphery of projects, but who engage regularly with the core team (for example, through

652

workshops), are more likely to use SWS results in their decision-making compared to policy makers

653

who only see the final products (Crona and Parker 2011). This supports our finding that policy

654

briefs do not appear to contribute to higher policy impact, despite assumptions in academia of the

655

utility of this tool. Rather, the foundation for policy impact is laid early on in a project through

656

iterative partnership and project design. We therefore encourage future SWS practitioners to avoid

657

conflating project outputs like policy briefs or peer-reviewed articles with project outcomes.

658

While we recognize the need for increasing policy impacts from SWS projects, we also acknowledge

659

that there will be times when it is not feasible to take action based on the results of a SWS process,

660

despite participant intentions (Brandt et al. 2013). For example, a project in northern Switzerland

661

failed to implement their results because local collaborators did not have the political mandate to

662

affect regional development plans (van Zeijl-Rozema and Martens 2011). This barrier might be

663

mitigated by careful partnership design that includes high-profile individuals with the power to

664

impact the issue of interest, though this activity did not emerge as a best practice. Additionally, our

665

results indicate that certain groups in SWS may be more likely to experience obstacles to taking

666

action, as women ranked this a more significant barrier than men. These results reflect broader

667

trends in gender discrimination, as women are often excluded from leadership positions

668

throughout the world. In U.S. conservation organizations, women are more likely to occupy junior

669

positions (Taylor 2015) and are routinely denied opportunities to participate in decision-making

670

(Jones and Solomon 2019). We encourage environmental SWS participants to recognize and, where

671

possible, resolve these imbalances to increase the impact of SWS for a broader range of people and

672

places.

673

6 Conclusions

674

Transdisciplinarity has emerged as an increasingly necessary research approach in environmental

675

sustainability. Our conceptual model of SWS seeks to expand upon existing models to foster deep,

676

place-based understanding and equal benefits for both science and society. This emergent

677

paradigm is particularly essential in this moment, as the world moves to recover and rebuild from

678

COVID-19 and address systemic societal inequalities. The toolbox of 20 activities we present for

679

consideration as best practices offer a path forward, though they require further experimentation

680

across a broader range of social, cultural, and political ecological contexts given the limitations of

681

our survey responses. We particularly encourage future work to focus on insights from non-

682

Western contexts; the preliminary conditions that support projects initiated by non-researchers;

683

the influence of disciplinary training and epistemological differences on SWS process and

684

outcomes; and differences in project outcomes according to the scale of their funding. Further

685

research is also needed into the social aspects of SWS – specifically, social networks and social

686

learning – so that we can better facilitate SWS that fosters transitions to sustainability in the face of

687

global environmental change.
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